
 

 

 

NAME OF THE ACTIVITY: BI- FEST (HIERARCHY) 

DATE FACULTY DEPARTMENT/COMMITTEE COORDINATOR NAME 

5th NOVEMBER’ 2019 
 

Commerce COM-SOC Ms. Shilpa 

TIME VENUE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS NATURE: Outdoor/Indoor 

12 PM Onwards Seminar Hall 1000+ Indoor 

SUPPORT/ASSISTANCE: 

 

 

 

BRIEF INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACTIVITY (CRITERION NO. -  V                 ): 

TOPIC/SUBJECT OF THE 

ACTIVITY 

BI- FEST (HIERARCHY)  

OBJECTIVES To conduct the Bi- fest of the Commerce Association, Sri Venkateswara College. 

 
 

METHODOLOGY The bi- fest began with an insightful speaker session. The fest was conducted 

with a footfall of 1000 students. They participated in events like Hire-Archy and 

Pubg . 

 

OUTCOMES 

 

 

The event was a huge success and received a lot of appreciation from 
all the attendees. 
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Notice & Letters Student list of participation Activity report Photos Feedback form 
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PROOFS 

After the mesmerising speaker session, the fest started with its first event Hire-Archy, a human 

resource management competition where a total of 12 teams from different colleges showed an 

enthusiastic participation which took place in the college seminar hall. There were three rounds with 

different time limit in each and the first round was the case study solving round. Participants had to 

identify the vacancies in the given organisation by going through the case study thoroughly. Second 

round was the one where participants were provided with a set of 31 CVs representing various 

potential candidates for different posts. Participants had to identify the right candidate for the right 

post. 

 

 

 

 Here comes the plot twist, they were given a total budget of ₹50 lacs and each CV had a salary 

mentioned. So the participants couldn’t hire bluntly but had to make sure that their top 5 vacancies 

were filled using the budget provided. Third round was an interview round where the teams had to 

go to different panels and justify their choice of candidates. They were questioned very rigorously 

and participants needed good explanations and logical reasons to impress the interviewers who 

grilled them as much as they could. This is how the skills that an HR Manager should possess were 

tested from scratch. Participants enjoyed the competition and also felt that it helped them identify 

what they need to work on if they aspire to become an HR Manager someday.  



 

The second event was a PubG battle competition catering to the needs of gaming fanatics. Various 

students showed up to win and stand out as the best player. A lot of teams and individuals 

participated using squad and individual modes respectively. Everybody had a great time battling with 

each other and it was very exuberating. Alas! the event ended with a day that helped students to 

gain knowledge through the eminent speakers, have practical approach and exposure to the 

management world and an amusing gaming battle.  

              




